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It is my honor to invite you to enjoy the spring 2014 edition of Verbum. It is because of you, the 
reader, that this has been such a successful publication. The time that you have spent poring over 
these pages has helped us to keep this collection of student, faculty, staff, and alumni writings 
alive. Every semester, Verbum receives a variety of pieces from individuals across the campus 
and beyond that help our community connect on a faith-based level. I ensure you that this edition 
is nothing short of what you may have previously read; it is full of thought provoking, exciting, 
and engaging material for all to enjoy.  
 
As you read through this wonderful publication, I hope the authors bring questions and debate to 
your daily life. I hope you are moved and captivated by the language and beauty that envelopes 
the thoughts and words put forth by our authors. Please enjoy what the students, faculty, staff, 
and alumni have prepared for you – for they have worked marvelously and thoughtfully.  
 
I would like to take this time to thank everyone who has made contributions to this issue of 
Verbum and its past issues. I would also like to thank the review boards, compilers, and editors 
that have put in the time and effort to keep this journal alive and thriving in order to maintain its 
excellence. I would especially like to thank Dr. Michael Costanzo for his continued dedication to 
Verbum. He has spent time and effort to allow this publication to continue to grow and has 
brought writers from many different areas and organizations outside of the realm of Religion. 
Additionally, I would like to thank all of the individuals and organizations that have contributed 
prizes, which have been presented to some individual authors of Verbum. Finally, I would like to 
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*** Contagious Grace 
 
-Hatred stirs up strife, but love covers all offenses (Pr. 10:12) 
                                      -Children, obey your parents in everything, for this pleases the Lord. (Col. 3:20)                                       
  -But you, O God, are both tender and kind, not easily angered, immense in love, and you never, never quit (Ps. 86:15) 
 
C.P.S. was no stranger  
to him or his brothers. 
Life at home meant danger; 
 he hid under the covers. 
 
He believed addiction was hereditary, 
a relentless family cycle. 
He thought becoming like Daddy was scary, 
but inevitable for Michael. 
 
Child abuse fueled his hatred, 
undermining all things sacred. 
Cigarette burns met with bruising fists. 
He began to wonder, “Does God exist?” 
 
In his future he saw needles and bars 
His outlook plagued by still bleeding scars 
He drank to forget and smoked to escape. 
He ran and he ran but faster was fate. 
 
When God tried to speak,  
He turned up his headphones. 
Fearing God’s critique,  
he ignored Christ’s atone. 
 
God’s unending pursuit won over, 
spiritual roots sprouted like clovers. 
God took his hatred, guilt and pain. 
Replaced it with faith, love and Grace 
Born-again Michael was set free 
from shackles of past memories. 
 
So, he finally made peace with his Father, 
for he belonged to a King; he was a son. 
He refused to hold a grudge any longer. 
The price was paid, it is finished; it is done. 
 
 





Walls of Jerusalem 
 
Speak, O walls of Jerusalem,                                                                                                                       
City of Prophets, Revelation, and Justice                                                                                                         
Speak of the injustice                                                                                                                              
Speak of the atrocities                                                                                                                               
For you are witnesses to our cries                                                                                                         
Wherever we may be,                                                                                                                                           
Labeled by Zionists                                                                                                                                   
People without land                                                                                                                                
Land without people 
Dispersed throughout the land                                                                                                                          
Against our will                                                                                                                                 
We’ve endured hardship                                                                                                                             
In patient perseverance                                                                                                                                     
Against all odds                                                                                                                                    
And the unknown 
Away from home                                                                                                                                
Along the way                                                                                                                                      
Became lost,                                                                                                                                   
Learned our history                                                                                                                                   
Glimpsed our future –                                                                                                                                                                       















Give me more songs and fewer competitions 
More romance and less sex 
More power and fewer secrets 
More liberty and fewer countries 
More teaching and less information 
More classrooms and less prison cells 
More fables and fewer legends 
More curiosity and less knowledge 
More beauty and less art  
More communication and fewer facts 
More solar systems and less land owners 
More atoms and fewer bombs 
More cells and less disease 
More time and less horizons 
More health and fewer warnings 
More creativity and less garbage 
More playgrounds and fewer museums 
More chemistry and fewer drugs 
More remembering and less postcards 
More forgiveness and less perfection 
More worship and less religion 
More action and less theory 
More compassion and less justice 
 
 












He comes to us in all manners of ways, 
In Word and Host, in the poor and needy. 
In candle lights and sacred songs, 
In wonders of the world around. 
 
Yet too often we’re only open to receive 
In the quiet of a church, or dark of night 
On certain days or hours of great need. 
When convenient, no chance of embarrassment. 
 
But should he come when we least expect, 
Call our name, reach out a grubby hand, 
As we dine with friends or shop in the mall, 
How likely are we to reach for Him, take Him in? 
 
No more likely than we are to build an ark 
As others jeer, making fun of such work, 
Or stop to listen and then respond 
When grabbing, gaining worldly wealth. 
 
Unless, of course, we begin to brace this day 
As for work’s success, or a football game, 
By quiet listening, practice, trial and error,  











The World Seen Through the Lens of Faith 
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Linda L. Seavy 
 
After the Rain 
 
When I was a child, I walked to school with my mother.  The path we took led us through undeveloped 
land, over a creek, and past hedgerows.  If it had rained in the night, there was a patch of wild roses that 
would still have large drops of water clinging to their stems, which caught the morning light and sparkled 
in every color of the rainbow.  We called those “Angels’ Tears.” 
 
In the afternoons I would walk back along this path by myself.  My mother would wait for me at the end 
of the path, where it met the main road.  I would always walk slowly, looking for birds and animals, and 
the signs of flower buds opening and small spaces in the undergrowth where animals made their way 
through the brush and shrubs. 
 
Even after school was out for the summer, we loved to walk along this path.  We would go out after rain 
showers to look for snails.  We counted them – usually 100 or more of them.  They were all sizes, and in 
so many colors:  green, yellow, orange, brown, and various stripes.  With their shells, they were easy to 
pick up, and my mother let me bring a few home in a shoebox, with some of the weeds they lived on, so I 
could study them more closely.  I watched them gliding around, feeling their way along with antennae 
raised, and they would pull back into their whorled shells when they wanted to sleep.  There must have 
been some eggs on the weeds; once I saw the tiniest yellow-shelled snail chugging around the inside of 
the box.  It was a perfect replica of its older cousins, yet barely large enough to see without a magnifying 
glass.  The shoebox lid, punched with air holes, was always kept on top when I was not watching the 
snails.  I wondered if the little one would get right out of a hole and lose his way, so I took them back 
outside before I went to sleep that night. 
 
My mother was a good sport about the temporary pets I brought home.  I would put nail holes in the lids 
of glass jelly jars and bring home a beetle or two for a few days.  I was fascinated by the colors glinting 
on the backs of Japanese beetles.  I wondered where they got their resplendent shimmer of colors.  I loved 
lady bugs the best.  They came in so many different shades of red, orange, and reddish-orange, with 
different numbers and patterns of spots, that I could tell each one apart. 
 
I never took June bugs home.  They had such a short life that I did not want to spoil any of it for them.  I 
would see them in mid-June, and then on the Fourth of July, we would stand under one particular tree to 
watch the fireworks, and the June bugs would be bumbling and bumping into us in the dark.  They would 
all be gone soon after that. 
 
I did not bring home everything I saw.  Either I was not sure how to care for them properly, or they were 
a little too icky for me to pick up.  Tadpoles were left in the small eddies of the creek to grow and sprout 
legs, but when the little toads and frogs would get out of the water and onto the path, I would pick them 
 up – just as I did with snails – to move them to the grass on the other side so they would not get crushed 
under the feet of someone too tall to notice they were there. 
 
I also used to walk through the bushes and trees and watch caterpillars flowing along leaves and branches, 
their dozens of legs working in unison to move them quickly along.  Some were green and spotted, some 
had spikes on their backs, and others were cinnamon-colored and fuzzy.  My favorite caterpillar was the 
inchworm.  I remember the first time I saw the skinny green worm walking along a branch.  Instead of 
rows of legs along the length of its body, it had two sets of feet – front and back – and would lift the front 
ones, stretch out along the branch, put those feet down again, and move the back set forward, arching its 
back to gain another inch of slack to enable the next step.   
 
I never touched a mantis.  They always scared me a little.  Triangular heads with eyes on two corners, and 
the serrated front legs, bent and ready for prey.  They never looked like they were praying, just patiently 
waiting. 
 
I also noticed things that did not move – at least not on their own.  Leaves came in so many shapes and 
sizes, and different shades of green.  But most of them shared a brighter top surface that was held up to 
the sun by its stem.  When the wind blew, the top surface folded up like fingers into the palm of a hand, 
and the dull, ribbed lower surface would present its furled shape to the breeze that tugged it, but could not 
quite tear it loose. 
 
As summer progressed, the leaves would change color, their bright shades would seem to dull or brown in 
the heat of the sun.  The days would grow steadily hotter and different animals and birds could be seen.  
The droning buzz of locusts would start, and my sharp eyes could spot the thin husks of shed skin they 
would leave behind on the bark of trees. 
 
Some days the heat would build too quickly, and I knew a thunderstorm was coming.  So did the animals.  
The birds would disappear and little insects crawl off to safety or just hide on the underside of leaves. 
 
A few leaves would have fallen by this time, and the first puffs of wind would send them rattling and 
crackling in circles along the pavement.  The wind would grow stronger as the sky darkened to a different 
kind of night.  Rain would start to fall – large drops followed by sheets of rain swept along like laundry 
flapping on a clothesline.  Flashes of jagged lightning would be followed by rumbles and then crashes of 
thunder.  It could sound like the end of the world was coming, but I would stay at the window, watching it 
all. 
 
Finally the heavier rain would subside, the darkest clouds would move aside, and the sky would lighten 
with the return of sunshine through thinner clouds.  The leaves of distant trees would now show patches 
of their dull undersides.  The strength of the storm winds would tangle them up so bunches of them were 
no longer able to reach up for the sun.  Sometimes when the sun returned a beautiful arch of colors would 
appear.  The highest point seemed miles up, and the ends were so far off you could never see where they 
touched land, if they ever did.  As a child, I learned the scientific explanation for rainbows.  That makes 







Dr. Susan Schultz 
 
Cancer Turned My Life Right Side Up 
 
 Five years ago I won the reverse lottery.  Ovarian cancer is rare and I was diagnosed with an 
Ovarian Cancer Sarcoma, rarest of the rare.  In a busy crowded emergency room, after briefly chatting 
about the Buffalo Sabres, the ER physician announced “You have a large ovarian tumor that looks like it 
has spread to your liver.”  That abruptly began my cancer journey.   
 I’ve often heard people say that having cancer changes who you are.  I would have to agree that.  
From a physical standpoint I became fatigued and lost my strength.  For example, when I was in chemo I 
went to the post office to mail some thank you cards.  I got to the door at the same time as a young man 
who politely opened the doors for me. I purchased my stamps and then took the time to put them on all of 
my cards just as the window closed.  I walked out through the first door, and much to my dismay found I 
wasn’t strong enough to open the outer door.  I was stuck in the vestibule!   There were no customers left 
in the post office.   I stood there a moment and a car drove up.  What luck!  Someone would come to my 
rescue!  An elderly gentleman and his walker got out of the car.  Five minutes later, he had taken the 
twelve steps to the door.  I believe he thought “What luck!  Someone to open the door for me.”  Between 
the two of us, we managed to get the door open, and then I was able to hold it for him, so he could get 
inside.  I was so glad to get out of my vestibule prison that it wasn’t until sometime later, I wondered how 
he managed to get out.   
 My muscle tone never completely bounced back, and a cancer reoccurrence five years ago 
resulted in me having 24 months of chemotherapy over a three year period.  Neuropathy caused my hands 
and feet to become numb causing this clumsy person to become even clumsier.   It has thrown my balance 
off.  My husband refers to my unusual gait as my “monster walk.”  My students know to keep their 
beverages capped since I have a tendency to kick them over or knock them down.  In fact, one day I ran 
over my own foot with the vacuum cleaner, and then fell over the vacuum cleaner! 
 My brain got foggy.  I had a tremendously difficult time with simple math facts and word recall.  
I couldn’t remember the name of something and would talk my way around it.  “Can you hand me the 
thing that you spread butter with?”  It was very frustrating because you know what you don’t know.  I 
developed the bad habit of interrupting people.  If I knew what I wanted to say, I wanted to say it before it 
 was gone!  My recall skills have returned, but I'm still working on correcting the interrupting.  People 
who know me and about my experiences are patient with this.  People who don't see it as rude and are 
more often than not, rude back to me.  
 My physical appearance changed too.  My first set of chemo left me looking like Brittany Spears 
sans hair. I used to refer to myself as star trek mom.  Before my cancer diagnosis I used to constantly 
complain about having bad hair days, but I’ve found bad hair days are better than no hair days.  I never 
thought I was a vain person, so I didn’t think that losing my hair would bother me. Surprise!  It did.  I 
think what was troublesome about it, was that it was a constant reminder of having cancer.  A hat or scarf 
or wig is a reminder.  Catching a glimpse of your new self in the mirror is a reminder.   
 To get my mind off of all I was going through, my sister and brother-in-law invited my husband 
and I down to Lake Chautauqua for a ride on their boat.  I put on the necessary sunscreen so that I would 
not burn and carefully wrapped my head in a scarf.  One quick look in the mirror to make sure my head 
was completely covered, and off to the boat we went. It was a glorious sunny day and I enjoyed myself 
more than I had in months!  Upon arriving back at their house, I went into the bathroom.  I looked in the 
mirror and much to my astonishment, found out that I no longer had eyebrows!  Apparently they had 
blown off while I was on the boat ride.  Some people leave their hearts in San Francisco.  I left my 
eyebrows in Lake Chautauqua!   
 I was glad that I had an upcoming appointment at an American Cancer Society Look Good Feel 
Good program.  The women there were so patient. They provided each of us with our own make up kit, 
and showed us how to apply the makeup to accent our features.  I learned how to draw my eyebrows back 
on.  When your artistic ability equates to drawing stick figures, drawing your eyebrows on can take some 
practice.  One day, I was in a bit of a hurry.  After completing several errands I caught sight of myself in 
the car mirror.  I noticed I drew my eyebrows on a bit too high.  I had been looking surprised all day!  
After a good laugh, I called my daughter and told her.  She said, “Look at all the energy you can save.  
You won’t have to go through the trouble of feeling emotions.  If you’re angry, just draw on angry 
eyebrows.” 
 I continued to draw on my eyebrows, put on my hat or scarf and go about town.  One day, I was 
helping out at our community fair.  It was a good feeling to do something for others, especially at a time 
when others were constantly supporting me.  On my way out I came across this little girl who was about 
three or four.  She had on an elaborate hat made from balloons provided to her by a nearby clown.  I said 
“Nice hat!”  Without missing a beat, she looked up at my scarf covered head and said “You too!” 
 While it is important to keep your sense of humor when you are dealing with a difficult situation, 
having cancer was nothing to laugh about.  I met many wonderful people who have subsequently lost 
their fight with cancer.  Cancer turned my life upside down.  But it also turned it right side up.  I’ve 
learned to appreciate what really matters.  No matter when we leave this earth, life is too short.  So here is 
my advice to you.  
 Create a bucket list and little by little do what’s on it.  Don’t get caught up in the little piddling 
stuff that in the long run isn’t important.  Focus on people, not things, and keep in contact with the people 
who matter to you.  Hearing that I had cancer, old friends, previous students, all sort of people from my 
past contacted me.  I commented to one of them that I thought I’d lost many of my old friends, being so 
busy and losing touch with them.  She said, “You haven’t lost us, we’ve been waiting for you.”  Who is 
waiting for you? 
Embrace your inner child!  Be a puddle jumper!  Make snow angels!  Read books for fun!  Ask a million 
questions!  Wonder! 
Most importantly when your circumstances beat you down don’t lose sight of hope, even if people tell 
you otherwise.  My hope for you is that you never become a cancer statistic.   







ESSAYS ON RELIGION 
 
 








































 Ryan Dalton            
            
*** Heroic, Faithful, and Holy 
Introduction 
An ideology is a subtle, yet expansive way of describing someone’s beliefs and views of the 
world.  Edith Stein clearly places a high precedence on believing in oneself, all people, and 
having faith in times of adversity.  The director of the film Edith Stein portrays the death of Edith 
Stein as one of a martyr of Auschwitz for her people and for her faith.  The ideology of the 
director is tremendously evident through the heroic, faithful, and holy portrayal of Edith Stein in 
reference to her religion and all people.  
Summary 
     The story of Edith Stein, a respected philosopher and Carmelite nun, was filmed in Germany 
as a Docu-Drama (EWTN Edith Stein Film).  Born in 1891 in Breslau, Poland, Edith was the 
youngest of her Jewish family. Baptized as a Catholic in 1922, Edith took on the name of Sister 
Teresa Benedicta of the Cross. Following the Nazi up rise in Holland in 1942, Edith was arrested 




      In the film, the director portrays the faith of Edith Stein with the utmost importance and 
relevance.  The director made it a point to convey to the audience that Edith Stein did not leave 
her original faith (as a Jew) behind her once she converted to Catholicism.  This is first seen in 
an early scene when the German officer shows up at the convent in Echt to arrest Rosa and Edith.  
Edith’s last documented and heard words in Echt were spoken to Rosa, “Come, we are going for 
our people” (Vatican.va).  This shows that Edith was still representing those of the Jewish 
Religion as well as her current Christian religion.  In this instance Edith showed that her faith in 
God and people was of remarkable strength and validity as a result of its existence in a time of 
adversity.  The director clearly makes a point to include Edith’s last spoken words into the film.  
This is a direct reflection of how the director wants Edith Stein to be viewed by the audience in 
the film Edith Stein. 
      Another instance when faith is established in the film is when it is seen that a rock is placed 
on the headstone in a cemetery.  In another scene a stone is being shown in the process of being 
picked up.  This is an established Jewish custom. 
 According to Rabbi Simkha Weintraub, Rabbinic director of the New York Jewish Healing 
Center, 
The Hebrew word for ‘pebble’ is tz’ror – and it happens that this Hebrew word also 
means ‘bond.’ When we pray the memorial El Maleh Rahamim prayer (and at other 
times) we ask that the deceased be ‘bound up in the bond of life’ – tz’ror haHayyim.  By 
 placing the stone, we show that we have been there, and that the individual’s memory 
continues to live on in and through us (np). 
     The subtle incorporation of this Jewish custom by the director should not go unnoticed.  
Every scene is a part of the film for a reason.  It is clear that the director wanted to keep Edith’s 
Jewish heritage in the forefront because the director believed it was an integral part of who Edith 
was as a person.  Edith herself titled her unfinished autobiography Life in a Jewish Family.  The 
director obviously portrayed that Edith, in the film, was not afraid or ashamed of her Jewish 
background:  for instance, when Edith is forced to wear the Star of David or when she states to 
Rosa that they are going for their people (when the German officers come to the convent for the 
arrest of Edith and Rosa).   
          It was made a point throughout the film that Edith was not afraid to be the exception or to 
stand out.  This speaks to the faith that Edith had.  There were multiple scenes in which the 
director chose to highlight this quality of Edith.  The director was showing that Edith had faith in 
doing what she deemed was the right thing to do.  This goes back to an early scene in the film 
when Edith’s mother told her that it is more important to be “good than smart” (Edith Stein, 
Film).  In Edith Stein’s writing, The Elevation of the Cross she says, “It is the path from earth to 
heaven.  It will lift one who embraces it in faith, love, and hope into the bosom of the Trinity” 
(Stein 1, np).The director shares this view with Edith, and he conveys this message in multiple 
scenes.  In the bar scene Edith speaks of how people should be “critical” of God.  The director 
shows how outrageous a statement this was by having the majority of the dinner party leave the 
table.  Another example is the scene in which Edith spoke to her mother about converting to 
Catholicism.  The director has Edith’s mother adamantly disagree with Edith’s decision to 
become a Christian.  The director chooses to have the mother use the word “ashamed” during the 
 conversation.  This shows that the director wants to show the moral strength of Edith by having 
her go against her mother’s wishes. 
 
Holiness 
   One of the definitions of holy in the Merriam-Webster dictionary is: “devoted entirely to the 
deity or the work of the deity” (Merriam-Webster.com).   Throughout the entire film the director 
makes it clear that Edith was devoted to the work of God.  “In a full attempt to imitate Christ, she 
became a holy woman. In fact, her definition of a holy person is to become ‘another Christ’” 
(Oben, np).   The director makes a point to mention that Edith went through a religious 
progression.  She started out as a member of the Jewish faith, and then became an atheist, before 
finally converting to Catholicism in 1922. “In the midst of all her studies, Edith Stein was 
searching not only for the truth, but for Truth itself and she found both in the Catholic Church, 
after reading the autobiography of Saint Teresa of Avila. She was baptized on New Year’s Day, 
1922” (www.ewtn.com, np).  This shows that Edith was in constant search of religious and life 
answers.  This information is coupled with the facts that Edith studied and received her PhD in 
Philosophy.  Edith’s studies and teachings are of a main focus and are lengthened in scenes 
throughout the movie. The director is successfully magnifying the studying and devotion to God 
that Edith exhibited throughout her life which reflects the religious ideology of the director in the 
film Edith Stein.  
     The reason for this seems to be part of the director’s attempt to convey the fact that Edith 
Stein did not just convert to Catholicism in an attempt to escape the wrath of Hitler and the Nazi 
party.  When Edith Stein was baptized a Catholic in 1922, it was more than a decade prior to the 
 Nazi regime becoming a threat to the Jewish people.  There is no reason to believe that she 
converted to Catholicism for the sole reason of protecting herself from the cruelties of the 
holocaust.  The Nazi party did not come in to power until 1933.  This is evidence that Edith 
converted to the Catholic faith for exclusively religious beliefs.  The director of Edith Stein 
believed this, and made it clear for the audience by mentioning significant dates while 
emphasizing the time that Edith spent studying religion.   
Heroic 
     It is apparent throughout the film that the director is looking to leave a heroic aura around 
Edith Stein.  Brave, Courageous, valiant, and admirable are all words that could be used to 
describe the character of Edith Stein in this film.  The film is a synthesis of documentary-like 
clips or interviews, and a dramatic characterization of Edith Stein by an actress.    The director is 
able to leave this impression across the duration of the whole movie, but is more in the forefront 
in the ‘drama’ scenes due to the director being able to cast the actors in order to best portray 
his/her vision of Edith Stein.   
     The bravery and calmness that the character of Edith Stein exhibits in the film is able to leave 
an impressive imprint on the audience.  The heroic persona of Edith Stein that is portrayed by the 
director starts early in the film when Edith tells Rosa, “Come, we are going for our people.”  The 
director has Edith’s actress perform this scene with a great amount of calmness and confidence, 
especially considering that it is directly in the face of adversity (an almost certain death).  These 
are two qualities that people prefer to view in people that they look up to.   
     This heroic persona is further developed during most of the film.  The many car scenes that 
the director incorporates throughout the film provide the audience with a progressed sense of 
 calmness and confidence regarding Edith Stein.  There are numerous close ups on the face of 
Edith’s character.  Her poised facial impressions are in accordance with her original words to 
Rosa to help develop this heroic persona.   The director makes it clear to differentiate the 
demeanor of Edith and Rosa while in the car.  Edith is portrayed as having her emotions intact, 
while Rosa is portrayed as struggling to accept what is about to happen to them.  This 
willingness to accept what is in store for her is an attribute of Edith that the director chooses to 
highlight. Another example of this is when Edith is ordered by a German officer to wear the Star 
of David “two hand widths” above her waist to symbolize that she was once of the Jewish faith.  
The director portrays Edith as accepting the decision and has her hold her head high as she walks 
out of the office.   
     Not all scenes that portray Edith as heroic were of the drama genre.  The final scenes of the 
movie, which are of the documentary type, are a slide show of photos of the holocaust.  The 
director chooses to display these horrible images so that the audience can see what he wants 
Edith Stein to stand for: a martyr of the holocaust for her people and her faith.   
     The director would have been much more successful at cementing this image into the minds 
of the audience if scenes of Edith in Auschwitz were incorporated into the film.  This would have 
provided the director another outstanding opportunity to portray his vision of Edith Stein.  A 
scene in Auschwitz could have been used as the climax of the dramatic portion of the movie just 
as it was used in the film The Seventh Room. In this film “the presentation of Edith arriving at the 
“seventh chamber” at Auschwitz opens the door, so to speak, to viewing the film as a whole” 
(Greydanus, np).   If viewers see what the character actually has to go through, they will feel a 
stronger sense of attachment and trust that character. 
Conclusion 
          The use of drama and documentary scenes allows the director to reveal his/her ideology to 
the audience through the portrayal of Edith Stein.  The director correctly portrays Edith Stein as a 
martyr for her people in the film.  The director successfully develops a heroic, faithful, and holy 
persona of Edith Stein through the use of specific quotes, interviews, photographs, and acting 
performance.  This persona is a direct reflection of the religious and world views of the director 
in reference to Auschwitz and the holocaust.   
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Violence in Religion 
Introduction 
 Religion plays a large role in many people’s life. Many of the choices that people make 
are influenced and guided by their religious practices. Religion can often help people better 
themselves and help the lives of others. On the contrary it may seem that religion can do the 
opposite, causing people to be violent. Religion often gets blamed for acts of violence including 
suicide, martyrdom and terrorism. This paper will discuss several views of scholars on the role 
that religion plays in violence, paying close attention to whether religion is inherently violent and 
if religion recodes human perceptions of violence. 
Is religion inherently violent? 
In his piece written for Christian Century, Isaac Mwangi discusses the killing of Muslim 
cleric Sheikh Aboud Rogo. This event evoked one of the worst inter-faith acts of violence in 
Kenya to date. Although this event is clearly driven by religious beliefs, Mwangi argues that the 
source of violence is not directly from religion, but rather from other factors such as politics and 
military actions. He believes that the violence is a sort of chain reaction due to initial violence 
not necessarily related to religion. “Kenya’s military involvement in Somalia opened the country 
to the possibility of increased terrorist attacks” (26). Mwangi believes that initial terrorist attacks 
 originated in response to military actions. However these attacks were associated with the 
attacker’s religion, leading to a religious tension that remains present today. Mwangi was sure to 
follow up with the fact that religion more often than not seeks to resolve conflict: “The most 
religious thing for us is to be human… and being human to seek justice for every human being” 
(29).  
William Cavanaugh discusses how religion was associated with the Boston Bombings 
that occurred in 2013. Following the capture of the Tsarnev brothers, the media erupted with 
stories blaming the act of terrorism on the brothers’ Islamic beliefs. Cavanaugh states that 
although Islam likely played a role in the brothers’ worldview, it did not necessarily cause the act 
of violence. “Islam and Christianity are not just sets of doctrines but lived experiences that are 
constituted in part by what people make of them” (12). His point is that although religion may in 
some circumstances contribute to people’s acts of violence, it is not inherently violent. “We 
prefer to locate “religious” causes of violence and become quite incurious when “secular” causes 
like nationalism are in play” (Cavanaugh, 12).  
Ibrahim Khan and Faruk Karaca both believe that religion is not inherently violent. 
Instead, religious violence occurs when people interpret the teachings of their religion in their 
own way and use those beliefs to justify violence to others. “Many people blame religion as 
responsible for violence but the reality is that religion is a victim of violence as it is manipulated 
by its followers” (Khan, 375). This quote does a good job at explaining how religion related 
violence originates and is very similar to something that Karaca states.  
In this context, in order to legitimize their violent actions, some arguments that people make carry religious 
features. In this way, violence is legitimized and in the mind of the person who resorts to violence, the behavior 
is no longer perceived as a violence act, but as a right and necessary action.  
(Karaca, 20),  
 This is a powerful quote and concisely explains how religion can be used as a justification for 
violence when people take liberties with their interpretations.  
Taking a different approach, Benjamin Purzycki and Kyle Gibson use a scientific 
perspective to address the relationship between violence and religion. They use evidence 
regarding violent situations to determine if there is any causal link to religion. “Perhaps the most 
common problem making the claim that religion causes violence is one of logic; are we finding 
causal relations where there may be only correlations?” (22) Throughout the paper they discuss 
their findings and “find little if any reason to conclude that any essential feature of religion(s) 
plays any real role in causing violence or oppression” (24). The methods used in this study 
brought a fresh new perspective to the argument over violence and religion. 
Wolfgang Huber discusses many of the acts of religious violence throughout history and 
attempts to systematically determine the role that religion played. In this discussion he not only 
states his own opinion, but he uses other research to support his statements. He states; “Serious 
research shows that religiosity does not necessarily lead to a decrease but rather, at least in 
certain circumstances, to an increase in latent or manifest violence” (Huber 40). It is important to 
realize however that like Purzycki and Gibson stated, “correlation does not prove causation” 
(23). Huber goes on to state that during the last century, religion has been increasingly regarded 
as a factor sparking and feeding conflicts. However, “This interpretation has to do with how the 
identity of ethnic, national, or social groups is predominantly seen through the lens of religion 
more than before” (Huber, 43). Similar to the points discussed previously, Huber believes that 
violence is not an inherent characteristic of religion, but rather an acquired or even ascribed 
quality of religion.  
 The overwhelming majority of the points made by these authors suggest that religion is 
not inherently violent. Instead it is the way that religion is interpreted that can be the cause of 
violence. The problem arises when people take the liberty of interpreting religion in such a way 
that allows them to justify being violent against another person. In some cases religion may not 
even be what originally fueled the violence, but instead modern society jumps to the conclusion 
that religion is the cause.  
In what ways might religion “recode” human perceptions about the use or restraint of 
violence? 
Due to the power of religion and the extent to which it plays a role in people’s lives, it is 
not hard to believe that religion may “recode” or change the way that people think about certain 
aspects of life. As discussed above, people interpret religious texts and practices differently. 
Depending on one’s interpretation, religion can often sway the way that one thinks about the 
world. 
A controversial example of recoding was brought up by Purzycki and Gibson discussing 
the murder of Jesse Anderson and Jeffrey Dahmer by Christopher Scarver. “Scarver claimed that 
God had told him to do it… Did Scarver’s belief in a deity cause him to murder these men?” (22) 
This is certainly an extreme claim of religious recoding and it would be difficult to make the 
argument that Scarver did in fact commit murder due to his religious beliefs and not 
psychological problems. However this is a useful example to introduce the fact that some people 
make drastic claims about the extent to which religion can change people.  
 Many feel that extremist groups such as Al-Qaeda have been “recoded” by their religion. 
This is likely solely based on the Al-Qaeda’s interpretation of their religion, specifically the 
meaning of jihad; it is a good example of how dangerous it can be if religion is wrongly 
 interpreted. Ibrahim Khan discusses how violence can occur due to recoding as the result of 
incorrect interpretation. “Religious terrorism is a type of political violence motivated by an 
absolute belief that an otherworldly power has sanctioned terrorist violence for the greater glory 
of the faith” (364).  
 A similar argument is made by Isaac Mwangi about the religious battle between 
Christians and Muslims in Kenya. In this case it is slightly different in the fact that Muslims 
seem to be “recoded” by the Christian faith. Mwangi argues that “they (Muslims) consider 
Christians to be responsible for their material deprivation” (29). In this case the Muslims seem to 
truly believe that Christian beliefs have caused them harm and in return changed their own 
beliefs to attack Christians. This may not be “recoding” in the traditional sense, but it is still a 
form of religious recoding.  
 On the other hand, William Cavanaugh argues that it is not religion but rather nationalism 
that recodes people’s beliefs. “My point is simply that we prefer to locate “religious” causes of 
violence and become quite incurious when “secular” causes like nationalism are in play” (12). 
He believes that things such as nationalism and society play a bigger role in the beliefs of people 
than religion.  
 Wolfgang Huber argues that religion does in fact help to “recode” people’s beliefs but in 
a way that leads to nonviolence rather than violence. “All religions include an impulse to 
overcome violence” (43). He believes that the positive teachings of religion help to invoke 
beliefs in people that cause them to do good in their community and within society as a whole. 
“All religions need to recognize that they have a great educational responsibility. They have 
opportunities to transform the ‘Golden Rule’ into daily practice” (Huber, 45). He shows the true 
power of religion in teaching people to treat others with kindness rather than violence. 
Faruk Karaca uses a similar argument to show that religion generally causes non-violent 
outcomes for people. “Religious people are more benevolent towards foreigners, more generous 
for charity foundations and also attract attention for their politeness and honesty” (21). He also 
goes on to show that religions that assume a tougher attitude against suicide actually have a 
lower rate of suicide than in religions that don’t (cf. Huber 21). This is a very strong example of 
recoding. This directly shows that people’s beliefs towards suicide are different based on their 
religion.  
Based on all of these examples it seems fair to say that religion can in fact “recode” the 
way that people think about violence. In the cases where it recodes people to use violence it 
seems that it is generally due to improper interpretations towards religious teachings. However 
the opposite can be said: often religious teachings can have good outcomes and cause people to 
be less violent. 
Conclusion 
In my opinion religion is not inherently violent. The examples provided in the first 
section of the paper have convinced me that religion is not violent; instead it is the way that 
people choose to interpret religion that can provide them with justification for violent actions. 
This can be especially dangerous and probably leads to many of the violent disputes between the 
world’s religions. I also believe that religion can in fact “recode” the way that people feel about 
violence. Because I don’t feel that religion is inherently violent, I don’t think that religion can 
recode someone to use violence unless he/she incorrectly interpret the religious teachings. In fact 
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Religion and Violence 
Introduction 
For thousands of years, religions and belief systems throughout the world have been 
severely criticized, due primarily to the deadly violence their followers endorsed. History clearly 
demonstrates that individuals and groups used religion to justify what most people regard as 
unholy acts. For centuries, discussions have questioned if religion is essentially good, or flawed, 
and if religion is inherently violent.  
1) Is Religion Inherently Violent? Why or Why not?
On September 11, 2001, a terrorist attack on the World Trade Center in New York City 
changed the lives of millions of Americans. After this horrific event, many religious leaders had 
to answer the emerging question of whether religious beliefs were inherently violent. The topic 
of religion-related violence grew, as more information about the suicide bombers emerged.  
Jack Nelson-Pallmeyer discusses how religion rarely leads to the death of individuals, but 
it is used to justify slayings that take place. In his book, Is Religion Killing Us?, Nelson-
Pallmeyer states, “Human violence is inevitable as long as those of us who are practitioners of 
competing faiths give legitimacy to violence-of-God traditions” (Xiv). This statement concludes 
 that human beings are violent individuals that will act in a violent manner as a defense 
mechanism, since it is a normal human characteristic. When humans act in a violent manner in 
order to fulfill a religious duty, they must be able to defend their violent actions through their 
beliefs and practices. In the case of the September 11th attacks, the Islamic religion was closely 
scrutinized. Many viewed the terrorists’ actions as punishments from God, they were not seen as 
a heroic passage to get closer to Allah. Nelson-Pallmeyer does not view religion as inherently 
violent, because he believes individuals are violent, and can commit violent acts, but religion in 
itself is not violent.  Many other authors agree with Nelson-Pallmeyer, in the way he explains 
that violence is something different for everyone. Once violence is defined, people are able to 
understand what constitutes violent and harmful actions. Although he addresses his stance on 
religion as non-violent, he notes that where religion is present, violence seems to follow.  
Another author who also suggests that religion is not inherently violent is Scott Appleby 
who wrote, The Ambivalence of the Sacred: Religion, Violence, and Reconciliation. He discusses 
the importance of acceptance between religions and tolerance between individuals. His book was 
reviewed by Roger S. Gottlieb, who summarized Appleby’s ideas by stating, “Differences in 
metaphysics (which God is “really” God, whose scriptures are authoritative) and in many of the 
ethics of daily life (observance of Sabbath regulations, watching trashy TV shows) are a private 
matter of social choice, deserving of a tolerant live and let live attitude” (138). He emphasizes 
that the idea of a tolerant lifestyle among humans is a common belief; everyone should be able to 
live the way he/she desires, and believes in things that are sacred from their religious and 
spiritual world view. His stance however does not give reasons of how violent acts transpire 
from religious beliefs. Appleby suggests that everyone should be respectful, conscious that 
 others have different ideas and beliefs that are sparked from a religious background, and humans 
should have the freedom to practice as they desire. 
Wolfgang Huber is the author of Religion and Violence in a Globalized World. He 
created three different propositions that coincide with some of the ideas Nelson-Pallmeyer and 
Appleby developed. Huber explains in his three different points views that differ from one 
another but ultimately suggest that religion is not inherently violent. His first view is that religion 
is not inherently violent, but violence can be a characteristic of religion that can be acquired. 
This first point brings great insight to the nature of how religion is practiced. Since violence can 
be an acquired characteristic, it truly relies on how the religion is interpreted and practiced by 
individuals. His second point discusses how religion should lead to a non-violent world because 
religion teaches humans to act in non-violent ways, viewing violence as a disrespectful way to 
handle a situation. Huber’s third proposition claims that there is a “contingent” link between 
religion and violence. Huber states: “Some situations do seem to make the use of violence 
inevitable; however, religions should refrain from justifying the use of violence and maintain a 
preferential option for nonviolence” (39). He has suggested that in difficult situations the only 
means people find necessary can be violent or harmful, but if they are truly religious individuals, 
they should be able to recognize that violence is not appropriate or acceptable. 
David G. Bromley and J. Gordon Melton, the co-authors of Cults, Religion and Violence, 
discuss how violence occurs within a religion. The authors’ state: “It is clear, then, that studying 
the connection between religion and violence involves a variety of distinct issues and 
relationships that require invocation of very different types and levels of theoretical explanation” 
(1). Bromley and Melton discuss the differences in religion and different acts of violence that 
may be tied to religious beliefs. A regrettably common act of religious violence includes suicide 
 bombings, such as the shocking acts the world experienced on September 11, 2001. The authors 
discuss how new religions are emerging and there is a difference between a new religion and 
older religions. They also mention how violence is not as prominent in older religions and when 
a violent act occurs within a religion, it is viewed as a norm, or ritual. Therefore, they do not see 
religion to be inherently violent; they view violence that can be supported by a religious act to be 
accepted. 
Religion and Violence: Philosophical Perspectives from Kant to Derrida, written by Hent 
de Vries, discusses the comparison between violence and religion. One must be able to define 
violence and distinguish it from other actions. He states, “Violence, by contrast, is said to take 
place whenever the other is not welcomed or addresses as such” (124).  He uses this statement to 
demonstrate how violence may take place in religious matters due to human differences. 
Although violence is present in religion, he does not believe that it make religion inherently 
violent.  
2) Is Religion good or flawed?  
In the book, Is Religion Killing Us? Jack Nelson-Pallmeyer states: “I was taught that 
religion was good, necessary and at the heart of life because it dealt with issues of ultimate 
consequence and meaning. Much later I learned that what made religion good and necessary also 
made it prone to intolerance and violence” (Xi). With all of the good religion brings to groups 
and individuals all throughout the world, it still has the ability to diminish violence among 
different groups. Although violence may be a characteristic that occurs, it does not make religion 
flawed. 
Roger S. Gottlieb’s review of Scott Appleby’s book, The Ambivalence of the Sacred: 
Religion, Violence and Reconciliation, discusses Appleby’s overall positive views toward 
 religion. Appleby believes that religion is a freedom that all individuals must respect. Gottlieb 
states: “Rather, religion is ‘ambivalent’, containing within itself a wide range of possible 
responses and necessarily giving rise to a kind of ‘internal pluralism’ which signals a continuing 
struggle over the essentially contested meaning of the religious tradition itself” (136). This 
demonstrates the vast religious views that span the world, although they may be conflicting with 
one another, they give a community a purpose.  
Combining his three key points, Wolfgang Huber has concluded that religion is 
ultimately good. Religion should influence individuals to stay away from committing violent acts 
and strive to be the best person they can be, with guidance from their spiritual leader. In Huber’s 
writing, he states, “All religions include an impulse to overcome violence” (43). This confirms 
his point that religion should influence people in a positive manner to divert away from violent 
impulses. 
Bromley and Melton suggest that religion is ultimately good. Whether it is new religion 
or old religion, it brings together a community of individuals who believe in the same higher 
power. These beliefs can be understood only by the group, and may differ from other religions, 
but is a good system for individuals throughout the world to experience.  Bromley and Melton 
state: “Given the challenge posed by the movements, on the one side, and the imperative to 
maintain the existing social order, on the other side, the likelihood of tension and conflict is 
considerable” (2). In this case they are talking about new religions and the challenges they are 
faced within the community. Although these problems arise between different religions, they 
view religion as a positive system for a community to follow the same beliefs and worship the 
same power(s). 
Ross Douthat, the author of, Bad Religion: How We Became A Nation of Heretics, 
addresses a point that all of the other authors seem to have overthought. Douthat suggests that 
over time religion, which was once a good, healthy system of beliefs, has conformed to new 
norms of the country. He states, “Their America is a nation in which religious faith has been 
steadily marginalized, with increasingly disastrous results. Their scapegoats include progressive 
educators, activist judges, Hollywood elites, and the deophobic media” (2). He uses this to 
address how the priorities in America have shifted and unfortunately the shift has changed many 
aspects of American society. Douthat explains how religion was used to have faith in the 
political, judicial and social matters, but people have not been as accepting and have adopted 
many changes within the country for religion and religious acts to be a social norm. Douthat’s 
point is very important because it highlights the fact that America has changed over the years and 
is not the country it used to be, when Christianity was the main religion.  
Conclusion 
Our world is filled with many different religions and belief systems that embrace 
violence. I believe most religions are inherently violent, in part due to conflicting beliefs people 
have regarding which God to worship, and which rules the follow. I believe religions are 
ultimately good and may consist of violent acts, but I do not believe they are inherently violent; 
religion gives individuals a spiritual recipe for living a meaningful life. 
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A Love Affair with Fisher 
St. John Fisher College. These four words are an easy way to describe where I have spent 
the majority of the last 12 years of my life.  
My courtship with Fisher first began when I was a junior in high school. I had friends 
who attended this college and after only one visit, I was hooked. This place seemed so warm and 
welcoming. An added bonus: Fisher was small enough that I didn’t feel overwhelmed, yet large 
enough that I could experience some diversity. Having gone to a smaller high school, these were 
two very important things to consider when choosing a school. I loved it here. When it came 
time to apply for college, Fisher was the first one on my list. Lucky for me, I was accepted and 
began my undergraduate work in the fall of 2002.   
Although I started my freshman year with a different major in mind, I quickly realized 
that I was unsure of exactly which direction was best for my future. I took a variety of courses, 
including religion with Fr. Costanzo; however, I found my true passion in psychology.  
To me, the psychology wing was a sacred place. I can’t tell you the number of times I 
came into that hallway with smiles (or tears) and those office doors were always open for us to 
come in and chat, completely void of judgment. My advisor, Dr. Tim Franz, was particularly 
instrumental in my college-to-career experience. He not only supported me during these 4 years 
of undergrad, but throughout graduate school and beyond. One thing that was so unique in my 
experience at Fisher was how personally committed our professors were. I always felt that they 
truly cared not only about our education, but also our wellbeing. I am so thankful to have had 
such wonderful connections with these influential people throughout such formative and critical 
years of my life. I now consider Fr. Costanzo, Tim and others not only as past professors, but as 
colleagues and more importantly, friends.   
After I graduated from Fisher with my Bachelor’s in Psychology in 2006, I began my 
graduate work in the very same place. I finished my Master’s in Mental Health Counseling in 
2008 and after a few years of working in the Rochester community, I returned to Fisher as an 
employee in the Wellness Center in 2011.  
Although I began as only part time, I was hired full time a year later. The following year, 
my job expanded to include health and wellness education. I now work with students on 
substance related issues in the office as well as engage in a number of outreach programs focused 
    
   
on health and wellness. In 2012, I began a new and totally unexpectedly amazing adventure as an 
adjunct for the Psychology Department.  
As for my home and personal life, things couldn’t be better. My husband, Dustin, and I 
got married on New Year’s Eve in 2010. He is an engineer and project manager at Ecolab in 
Victor, NY. We don’t have any children (yet), but we do own an 8 year old Lab and Rottweiler 
mix named Levi, whom we absolutely adore. Dustin is an avid hunter, triathlete, and 
outdoorsman. I’m an avid runner and I’m also a personal trainer during my summers off. Lastly, 
Dustin and I were fortunate enough to have just closed on a home in Canandaigua, NY on 35 
beautiful acres.  
As a Fisher alum, I feel I have a special connection with this community and I couldn’t 
be more excited to work with students on a daily basis. This college has undoubtedly formed me 
into the confident, responsible and open minded person I am today. The lessons I’ve learned 
here, both as a student and as an employee, are invaluable and I feel it’s my duty to pay it 
forward. Therefore, every single day that I step on this campus, I strive to positively impact my 








    
   
                                                                                                                   
George Payne 
(Class of 2004) 
 
A Life’s Journey through Fisher 
I arrived on the St. John Fisher campus in September of 2000 as a relatively naïve 18 year old 
kid from a rural village in upstate New York that had more cows than people. Although my 
parents were socially conscious in their own way, I was not a very conscientious person in High 
School.  My primary focus was on sports, friendships, and girls. But Fisher changed my attitude 
about life completely. 
 Coming in as a First Generation Scholar (under the visionary and heartfelt direction of Sally 
Vaughn and Dr. Dejesus), I spent my freshman year taking classes on English literature, 
American history, ancient and modern philosophy, and leadership development. For the first 
time in my academic journey I began to actually enjoy the process of discovering new ideas.   
There are many remarkable professors at St. John Fisher College, and I can cite several classes 
that left an indelible mark on my thinking.  I will never forget learning about the history of 
American warfare with President Bain, cultivating a life- long appreciation for poetry with M.J. 
Iuppa, and learning how to become a philosopher with Dr. Natoli and Dr. Brimlow. Perhaps my 
most important class was a seminar on saints taught by Father Costanzo. After being introduced 
to the spiritual legacies of Francis of Assisi, Edith Stein, Oscar Romero, and others, my 
perspective on religion- during a time when I was gravitating towards atheism- became more 
open and positive.  
In the fall semester of 2004 I enrolled at Colgate Rochester Crozer Divinity School. At CRCDS I 
continued to explore religious topics such as the search for the historical Jesus, liberation  
    
   
 
 
theology, the philosophy of Martin Luther King, Jr., and other subjects related to the fight for 
global justice.  After completing my seminary program in Rochester, I went on to earn a Master 
of Theology degree (M.T.S.) from Candler School of Theology at Emory University in Atlanta, 
GA, where I had the opportunity to work with many outstanding scholars in the field of 
philosophical theology.  
My first professional job outside of school was a position with ACORN (Association for 
Community Reform Now) working as a community organizer in Charlotte, N.C. I was paid to go 
door to door in two poverty inflicted neighborhoods mobilizing residents to petition for safer 
streets, better policing, and increased voter registration. This was by far the most challenging 
experience of my life, but I would not trade it for anything.  
In 2009 I married my beautiful wife Amy, who happened to live one floor below me in Haffey 
Hall while we were both freshman. Back in Rochester I was guided to Rochester AmeriCorps, 
and then to the M.K. Gandhi Institute for Nonviolence at the University of Rochester. My 
placement and employment at the Gandhi Institute has been a dream come true.  I am surrounded 
by inspiring people who love peace and justice, and who battle for causes that I truly believe in. I 
am also grateful to teach philosophy at nearby Finger Lakes Community College as a Visiting 
Adjunct Professor. 
Reflecting on my years at Fisher, I now realize just how foundational they were in preparing me 
for the road ahead.  My burning desire for learning ignited in the hallways of Basil and Kearney 
and the flame keeps growing today.  If not for that class on saints I doubt that my passion for 
religion would have been rekindled. And most important, without Fisher I would not have met 
my wife!  So when I consider the multitude of ways that St. John Fisher College has transformed 
my worldview and defined my career path, I am forever indebted to my alma mater.      
  
PARENT AND CHILD 
Isaiah Slobert 
Son of Yantee and Rachel Slobert 
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Amy Ryan    
          
*** The Assumptions that Define Me 
 
 When I was a little kid, I believed that before colored movies were created, people saw in black and white. I 
was honestly convinced that colored film was a direct result of humans finally learning how to see in color. I also 
believed that the older you got the more warts you grew, that eating watermelon seeds could lead to the spontaneous 
maturity of a new melon in your stomach, and that God was a man with a flowing white beard and kind eyes, not 
unlike those attributes most often accredited to Santa. The logic of a five year old is not perfect, but in many ways I 
have found my first beliefs to be the most challenging. 
 A few years passed and I was able to convince myself that the development of colored film was not the 
reason I was able to see in vibrant color, rather than in the seemingly drab and impersonal black and white of the 
“olden days.” I came to the realization that my grandmother had no warts even though she was most definitely old, 
and I even concluded that it was physically impossible, hopefully, that a watermelon seed survive the harsh 
conditions of human digestion to grow into a full-size melon inside one’s stomach. Oddly enough, I still envision God 
as the skinny brother of Santa, but there are some assumptions even a devout Catholic girl cannot shake. 
 As I passed my adolescent and teenage years, I often found myself wondering back to the times that I could 
believe in almost anything.  The world had seemed to be the best it could ever be, a never-ending loop of morning 
hugs, preschool, lunchtime routines, and bedtime kisses. I was quick to learn that growing up meant being able to 
understand when your world fell short of perfect, when your parent’s words failed to ring with absolute and 
indisputable truth, and when God was not the tangible being you always assumed He would be in times of turmoil.  
 The night I found out my father was diagnosed with cancer was the unequivocal worst night of my life. 
Nothing could prepare me for the absolute isolation that I experienced in that moment. Had I been standing in the 
    
   
middle of a crowd rather than sitting in my car in a nearly empty parking lot, I am not sure I would have felt any 
different. My loneliness was more than a simple physical deprivation, but rather a combination of emotional shock, 
mental suspension, and sudden spiritual mistrust. No amount of second hand experience derived from dramatic 
movies made for the sole purpose of wide-spread entertainment could have prepared me. Not one of the religious 
studies classes I had attended in the interest of adding a minor to my degree could have told me what to say in 
response. Scraping a knee, losing a game, being dumped, nothing even came close to the pain that I experienced in 
that moment. My father sat on the other side of the phone call, rambling about how he was not afraid, how he had 
come to terms with his fate, how he would only regret not being there for me and my brothers, and the entire time I 
struggled not to cry, because I knew in my heart that was exactly what he was doing for me. 
 In that moment, I hated God, because I had so devoutly believed in him and he had so impartially thrown me 
and my family aside. I hated society because they had provided the cliché condolences that my father had eventually 
started to throw around as if his life, at least in that moment, depended on it. Most of all, however, I hated myself for 
not being strong enough to say that I would miss him, and that I felt like if he were to die, the part of me that grew 
solely because he was a part of my life would die with him. That night, I prayed to God for the world to turn back to 
black and white, for my grandmother to grow warts, and for God to descend in a flowing white robe on a shimmering 
cloud of fluffy, golden-tinged mist to carry away the cancer that was destroying my father’s body. I even considered 
downing a watermelon on the off chance that the unbelievable things I used to believe in would suddenly become 
worth my faith. If a watermelon could grow in a girl’s stomach, surely a man would be able to overcome stage-four 
cancer.  
 I still believe in God, and I still equate my religion with the common link that holds my family together. I know 
that it is illogical to blame God for the events that have torn my family apart, especially when those tears have since 
mended in such a way as to make us stronger. However, the feeling of constant isolation that I have since been 
unable to shake often leaves me incapable of allowing any measure of forgiveness to a universe that has deprived 
me of the stability that a healthy parent provides. I find comfort instead in the knowledge that I am part of a 
community of people that will support me through my time of crisis and help me in any way possible. Saint John 




    

































































Dr. Tim Madigan, 
Director of Irish Studies 
 
 
ST. JOHN FISHER IN GALWAY 
 
I am sending this article to Verbum from my apartment in Galway, Ireland, overlooking the 
beautiful Corrib River. Tomorrow I head to Dublin to celebrate the long St. Patrick’s Day 
weekend. I am over in Ireland for the Spring semester with nine intrepid St. John Fisher 
College students: Catherine Cunningham, Aidan Evans, Chelsea Marshall, Maggie Martin, Erin 
Mosher, André Remillard, Katlin Shippy, Brittany Sidari, and Sierra Stuckey. Together with 10 
students from Hobart & William Smith Colleges, we have all traveled throughout the island, 
experiencing Ireland in all its glory in a first-hand way.  
This is the first of what will be an annual Study Abroad in Galway program offered by the 
college, in collaboration with Hobart & William Smith. The students are all taking a philosophy 
course with me entitled Irish Thought: Past and Present, in which they learn about such 
important thinkers as the medieval monk John Scotus Eriugena, Bishop George Berkeley, 
satirist Jonathan Swift, political theorist Edmund Burke, Catholic Emancipator Daniel O’Connell, 









   
O’Brien, all of whom have made major contributions to the literary, social and intellectual life 
of Ireland. The students in the study abroad program also take another requisite course, a 
class on contemporary Irish culture and society, taught by Irish literary scholars, sociologists, 
and historians. In addition, they are all taking two electives in a variety of disciplines, including 
biology, chemistry, communications, history, literature, philosophy, and theatre. And a few 
brave souls are even taking a course in Beginning Irish, trying to master the original language 
of the Island. 
Special emphasis has been placed upon learning about the 1845 visit to Ireland of abolitionist 
Frederick Douglass, who met the great Daniel O’Connell while here, and dedicated the rest of 
his long life to the cause that O’Connell exemplified, the liberation of all human beings from 
any form of slavery that kept them from developing their full potential. Douglass moved to 
Rochester shortly after his return from Ireland. We celebrated his Irish connection with a 
conference on campus in February of 2013, and President Bain and I, along with Vice 
President Gerry Rooney and Chair of Religious Studies Father William Graf, took part in a 
ceremony commemorating Douglass’s 1845 visit to Waterford, Ireland last October. 
One of the most exciting aspects of the program is the fact that weekend trips to various parts 
of the Island are required parts of the schedule. The students have traveled throughout the 
country, with trips to Dublin (including the famous Croke Park Sports Stadium, the Guinness 
Factory, and the world famous Abbey Theatre, where they saw a performance of the play “The 
Risen People”, Northern Ireland (Derry and Belfast, where they viewed a mural honoring the 
visit of Douglass to Belfast); Cork and Blarney (where they were able to kiss the immortal 
Blarney Stone!); the breath-taking Cliffs of Moher and the Dingle Peninsula; and the majestic 
Aran Islands off the western coast of Ireland. 
In addition to the classes and trips, all students participate in a service learning community 
experience, where they work with various social service agencies throughout the Galway 
community. This gives them a chance to immerse themselves into the culture of the city, and 
get to meet people from all ages and walks of life.  
It is no exaggeration to say that the students are experiencing more of Galway and Ireland as 
a whole in a single semester than many people do in a lifetime. For instance, while the Aran 
Islands are only a short distance from Galway, I have been astonished by how many native 









   
Another highlight for all of us was going to the Galway Town Hall Theatre, to see the opening 
night of a new play about Modest Tchaikovsky, the brother and biographer of composer Peter 
Tchaikovsky. Modest relates stories about his famed brother between excerpts from some of 
his best-loved pieces performed by the Irish Chamber Orchestra. The actor playing Modest 
was none other than Bosco Hogan, whom I wrote about in a previous Verbum. He portrayed 
the namesake of our school, John Fisher, in the television series “The Tudors.” It was a great 
treat to see this wonderful actor in an original production, and he took time after the show to 
meet with all of us. It was the closest we will ever come to meeting John Fisher himself! 
I hope I have shown what a rare opportunity the new Study Abroad in Galway program has to 
offer St. John Fisher College students. It will be offered every Spring semester. We are already 
recruiting for the Spring 2015 semester. Interested students should contact Professor Kathleen 
Costello, the Study Abroad Coordinator, at kcostello@sjfc.edu for details. I want to thank 
the nine intrepid Fisher students with me this spring for being pioneers, and for helping to 
launch the program. Now I’m off to Dublin to see how the Irish celebrate their patron saint! 
 
 
                       









   
                            
At Croke Park 
 
 
























































































Self-control helps people avoid violence 
 
“We must forever conduct our struggle on the high plane of dignity and discipline. We 
must not allow our creative protest to degenerate into physical violence. Again and again 
we must rise to the majestic heights of meeting physical force with soul force.” 








































































































   
 
Candace Benjamin 
We Need to Share a Dream 
 
I have a dream that one day my fellow Black Americans will open their eyes to the world filled 
with self-hatred that they themselves have perpetuated throughout the years. I also have a dream that 
tomorrow the sun will rise on a new generation of prosperous young black people will emerge from the 
shadows that once consumed our future and rise up against the stereotype. We fail to realize that the 
foundation laid down for us by the great freedom fighters in our past is crumbling right below our feet 
and will continue to do so until we see that we are a part of the problem. As a race, we struggle with the 
concept of our own fight for freedom and equality; and I am not referring to freedom from “the Man” as 
is usually presumed. I am, however, referring to freedom from the mental blocks that we and society have 
put in place and that our youth grow up believing. In the year 1963, Martin Luther King Jr. whilst giving 
his I Have a Dream speech said, “We must forever conduct our struggle on the high plane of dignity 
and discipline. We must not allow our creative protest to degenerate into physical violence. Again 
and again we must rise to the majestic heights of meeting physical force with soul force.” These are 
noble words that seem simple to follow and live by, but yet we fail to do so; and it is not because we are 
unable, but because we are unwilling. We are willing to accept that we are not good enough to achieve the 
same goals as the White community due to the color of our skin and while this may not necessarily 









   
We have been on a quest to attain true equality for centuries, but yet we disprove our worth when 
it comes to this matter on a daily basis; we make ourselves appear less human. The stereotype pertaining 
to black males and increased crime rates only continues to exist because we let it exist. Instead of raising 
our young men to be productive members of society we continue to show them that it’s okay to take the 
“easy” way out and take what they need from someone else instead of earning it the honest way.  And 
while I understand that there are extenuating circumstances where Black men do work for what they have 
although it may not amount to much and an alternative is sought out, I believe there is always a better 
way than crime and violence. In the case of our young women, looking for a spouse to “hold you down” 
is not always the best solution. We as women can do so much more for ourselves than to depend on 
someone else to take care of us. If we can’t uplift ourselves, no one else will. 
As a race, a society and a nation we need to help each other instead of bringing each other down. 
Instead of perpetuating the idea that our youth will never amount to as much as their Caucasian 
companions, we should teach them that the color of your skin does not determine the content of your 
character. Teach them that darker skin does not make you less of a person, instead inspire them to reach 
their full potential. Show them that it is okay to be Black and successful and most importantly it is okay to 
follow your dreams. I know not one person that wants to continue living in a hostile world so let us work 
















































   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
